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I’m gubsheep

○ Worked with the Ethereum Foundation since 2018 on 
education, community, and applied ZK R&D.

○ Created Dark Forest and spent 2019-2021 building it with 
Ivan Chub, Alan Luo, Brice Huang, Robert Cunningham, ...

○ Currently working on applied ZK R&D and other applied 
crypto experiments at 0xPARC.





Today’s Talk

What can projects like Dark Forest teach us 
about innovation in crypto broadly?
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Today’s Talk

Dark Forest is a decentralized MMORTS game 
built with zkSNARKs on Ethereum.



Dark Forest started 
as a pie-in-the-sky experiment

“Let’s build a ZK game where every WASD 
move triggers a transaction and a zkSNARK 

proof on-chain”



○ 10k+ players from around the world have participated in Dark 
Forest rounds, running entirely on-chain

○ Trillions of gas used on Ropsten / xDAI / Gnosis Chain

○ Rich developer ecosystem: plugins, alternate clients, GPU 
miners, player corporations, data marketplaces, chain analysis 
tools, and more

○ Epic on-chain dramas featuring deception, betrayal, 
universe-wide alliances, …

A lot has happened since!
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Today: a thriving ecosystem of “next-generation” 
application R&D, in the broader 0xPARC community

A lot has happened since!



QUESTION 1

Why build games 
on the blockchain?



REASON: Permissionless Interoperability

Dark Forest is an Ethereum smart contract, which 
anyone (player, bot, or smart contract) can 

interact with programmatically.



Client-side plugins



Third-party client implementations



Automations and bots





New core gameplay features











Permissionless interoperability means that players can build the 
game experience, not just core developers.

It means that other games can hook into your game to share assets, 
identity systems, mechanics, and more. No “support team” or “BD 
team” needed.

Marketplaces, player corporations, nested games inside games, new 
resources and mechanics, automations, alternate clients, 
interoperable assets and stats, shared reputation systems, and more…

What does permissionless interoperability mean?
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QUESTION 2

Why build anything which 
we don’t have a obvious 
practical use case for 
on the blockchain?



REASON 1

Games are a technically demanding 
yet low-stakes environment.

 They allow us to rapidly push infrastructure 
forwards without putting massive amounts of 

financial value at risk.





REASON 2

Games are a leading social indicator 
in technology. 

How players interact with new affordances in 
games gives us insight into how users will 
interact with digital systems of the future.



REASON 2



REASON 3

Games are inherently playful.

A thriving indie game community can help “bridge 
the gap” between technologists and creatives, 
artists, writers, and thinkers — introducing 

greater intellectual diversity to the ecosystem.



 

REASON 3



What does it mean to build for 
the future?



Fuck around and find out



–Dealers of Lightning by Michael Hiltzik

“The Alto aimed to be not a machine of its time, but of the 
future... The governing principle of [Xerox] PARC was that 
the place existed to give their employer that ten-year head 

start on the future. They even contrived a shorthand phrase 
to explain the concept. The Alto, they said, was a time 

machine.”
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Systems vs tools







Client-side plugins
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Systems vs tools





Playing the infinite game



“There are at least two kinds of games: 
finite and infinite”



“A finite game is played for the purpose of 
winning, an infinite game for the purpose of 

continuing the play.”



-DFDAO

“To play Dark Forest is to build on Dark Forest.”



tinyurl.com/0xparc-devcon

An Evening in the Dark Forest - Tuesday 4:30PM - 8PM

Autonomous Worlds Arcade - Wednesday 4PM - 7PM

Applied ZK SLS - Thursday 10AM - 6PM

Autonomous Worlds SLS - Friday 10AM - 3:30PM

ZK Community Hub - Continuous, Tuesday through Friday


